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Chemène Sinson, Master of Ceremonies 
 
Conference delegates were provided the opportunity to give feedback about your role as Master of Ceremonies . 
The feedback received from delegates has been summarised below. 
 

 
 

 Very 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied Very 

Satisfied 
No. of 

responses 
Presenter 
Knowledge 0% (0) 3% (2) 8% (6) 32% (25) 58% (46) 79 

Presentation 
Content 1% (1) 1% (1) 10% (8) 25% (20) 63% (50) 79 

Presentation 
Delivery 0% (0) 1% (1) 4% (3) 26% (21) 69% (55) 80 

Meeting of 
Expectations 1% (1) 1% (1) 3% (2) 28% (22) 68% (54) 80 

 
AITD comment: 
Chemène, you received a significant amount of positive feedback from delegates regarding your role as 
Master of Ceremonies. Many delegates commented on how well you engaged the audience and 
summarised each spealer. Thank you again for participating at our conference and we look forward to 
working with you again. 
 
Delegate comments: 
 Very good MC. Kept the group engaged and was very energetic 
 Really outstanding job. Having MC'ed before, it's not easy. Great job!! 
 Bring her next year. Spot on 
 Did AITD proud. Such a professional 
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 Very good / clearly experienced MC 
 Very thorough, diplomatic (with the Westpac man...). Very clear diction. Well done! 
 Very good. Key points that she noted from the sessions and reiterated at end of keynotes 
 Perfect all the way through 
 An MC needs to be engaging. Little rapport 
 Great energy, enjoyed the summary after each speaker 
 Excellent MC 
 Fantastic MC - summarising key points and beautifully introducing speakers with humour and 

professionalism. 
 I liked the way there was no bells and whistles. Just presenting and introducing speakers 
 Professional and funny - thanks 
 She was professional, but lacks warmth and sincerity in delivery. 
 Very personable 
 Love her style and presence 
 Nailed it! 
 Good MC well done. Please note, I personally believe that the MC does not have to try to 

summarise a presenter's content. 
 Cool, calm and collected. Very professional 
 Well done! 
 She was very personable 
 Very intelligent, adaptable and capable. expert integration and summarizing very impressive 
 Chemène did a good job introducing and summarising speakers. 
 Great summarising of points 
 Chemène was genuine, elegant and articulate. Just not particularly inspiring or engaging. But that is 

okay, she didn't have to be. 
 Well done 
 She was lovely, a perfect choice! 
 What a woman! 
 Great job 
 Lovely presence and beautiful voice. Set a good tone for the session. 
 Great summaries and touch point for the conference 
 Chemène was a skilful and gracious MC - good choice 
 Good summaries and linking 
 A great synthesizer of a lot of info warm friendly and approachable 
 Well done thank you 
 Very articulate woman who has obviously done this many times before. 
 Thanks Chemène! Great job! 
 She kept it simple and moving. I enjoyed her approach 
 Hard to quantify the MC - recommend this isn't required 
 Chemène is a very personable and linked things very effectively. Good job! 
 Fabulous MC, great talent 
 Gracious, professional and set a great atmosphere 
 Didn't do bad jokes which was a good thing and was very engaging 
 Well done Chemène - not an easy gig. Couldn't have done any more. 

 


